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Welcome to Montgomery County, located in the heart of Missouri, where fishing

enthusiasts and adventure seekers come together for an unparalleled experience

on the water. With its breathtaking scenery, abundant wildlife, and diverse fishing

opportunities, this county is a haven for all nature enthusiasts.

Why Choose Montgomery County for Your Fishing Floating

Adventures?

Montgomery County offers a wide range of fishing and floating opportunities that

cater to both seasoned anglers and beginners looking for a new outdoor

experience. Whether you prefer casting your line from the shores or floating down

the scenic rivers, this region has it all. Its central location within Missouri makes it

easily accessible for locals and visitors from surrounding areas.
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With several lakes, ponds, and rivers, Montgomery County boasts excellent

fishing spots that will satisfy any angler's cravings. Here are some of the top

fishing locations you should explore:

1. Gasconade River

Gasconade River is a popular fishing spot that offers diverse species such as

bass, catfish, and sunfish. This majestic river winds through the county, providing

anglers with ample opportunities to catch their prized fish.

2. Lake Montgomery

Lake Montgomery is a local favorite for fishing. It is stocked with various fish

species, including bass, catfish, and crappie. This picturesque lake is an angler's

paradise, with plenty of scenic spots to cast your line.

Floating in Montgomery County

For those seeking a more exhilarating experience, Montgomery County offers

adventurous floating opportunities. Grab your raft, kayak, or canoe and embark

on a thrilling journey down the county's pristine rivers. Some of the popular

floating destinations include:

1. Courtois Creek

Courtois Creek is known for its crystal-clear water and picturesque scenery. This

creek offers a thrilling floating experience amidst the stunning Ozark mountains. It

is an excellent choice for both beginners and experienced floaters.

2. Huzzah Creek

Huzzah Creek is a favorite among floaters due to its calm and scenic beauty. It

provides a relaxing floating experience while being surrounded by breathtaking

landscapes and abundant wildlife.



Guide to a Memorable Fishing Floating Adventure

1. Plan your Trip

Begin by researching the best fishing and floating spots in Montgomery County.

Consider the time of year, weather conditions, and the specific species of fish you

wish to catch. This will help you prepare adequately for your adventure.

2. Gather the Right Gear

Ensure you have the necessary fishing equipment, including rods, reels, bait, and

tackle. For floating, invest in a reliable raft, kayak, or canoe, depending on your

preference. It is essential to bring life jackets, sunscreen, and plenty of drinking

water.

3. Check Regulations

Before heading out, familiarize yourself with Montgomery County's fishing and

floating regulations. Make sure you have the required permits and licenses to fish

and float legally. This helps protect the environment and preserves the beauty of

the county for future generations.

4. Safety Precautions

Always prioritize safety during your fishing floating adventure. Wear appropriate

gear, including a life jacket, and be mindful of river conditions. Inform someone

about your trip details and avoid fishing or floating alone.

5. Capture Memorable Moments

Don't forget to bring a camera or smartphone to capture the stunning landscapes,

memorable catches, and precious moments spent in Montgomery County. Share

your experiences with friends and family, and inspire them to embark on their own

outdoor adventures.



Montgomery County in Missouri offers the perfect blend of fishing and floating

opportunities for an unforgettable outdoor experience. Whether you are an avid

angler or a curious adventurer, this county has something to offer. Immerse

yourself in the natural beauty, catch remarkable fish, float down scenic rivers, and

create memories that will last a lifetime in Montgomery County, Missouri.
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Montgomery County Missouri Fishing & Floating Guide Book

Over 320 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial

photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s

public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,

and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing

information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public

areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and

average sizes.
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NEW NEW Now with a complete set of full sized U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps for

the entire county that normally cost from $12.00 to $14.00 each but are included

on the disk for FREE. These maps are complete full sized 7.5 minute series

quadrangle maps in 1:24,000 scale maps.

Contains complete information on

Bear Creek

Camp Creek

Coon Creek

Cuivre River

Cuivre River West Fork

Danville C A Ponds

Dry Fork

Elkhorn Creek

Lead Creeks

Little Loutre River

Loutre River (F)

Missouri River

Prairie Fork

Sandy Creek

Wellsville C A Lake

and White Oak Creek

(F) means floatable stream or river



Video Game Addiction Worldwide: The
Shocking Truth Revealed
Video games have become an integral part of our lives, providing

entertainment, relaxation, and even social interaction. With

advancements in technology, the gaming industry...

Catch Up With Your Kid In Middle School
Math In One Day - The Ultimate Guide!
Is your child struggling with middle school math? Are you feeling lost

when it comes to helping them with their homework? Don't worry, we've

got you covered! In this...

Discover the Ultimate Montgomery County
Missouri Fishing Floating Guide for
Memorable Outdoor Adventures
Welcome to Montgomery County, located in the heart of Missouri, where

fishing enthusiasts and adventure seekers come together for an

unparalleled experience on the water....

Unveiling the Ultimate Scuba Practical Guide
For New Divers - Dive into the Depths!
Are you ready to plunge into the mesmerizing underwater world? Scuba

diving holds the key to exploring the depths of oceans and lakes,

discovering vibrant marine life,...
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Glamour and Grit in the Empire City:
Exploring the Sport Culture and Society in
New York City
The Dazzling World of New York City Sports New York City, often

referred to as "The Empire City," is a vibrant and diverse metropolis that

pulsates with energy and...

The Mindblowing Secrets of Dense Matters:
Neutron Stars and Black Holes Revealed!
Have you ever wondered about the most extreme objects in the universe?

Objects so dense that their gravitational pull would suck everything in,

even light itself! We...

Amazing Secrets Revealed: Periodic Integral
And Pseudodifferential Equations With
Numerical Approximation
Are you ready to dive into the fascinating world of Periodic Integral and

Pseudodifferential Equations? Brace yourself because we will not only

demystify these complex...

This Handbook of Real World Applications in
Modeling and Simulation by Wiley In Will
Revolutionize Your Understanding of
Simulation Introduction
Simulation has become an increasingly important tool in various fields

such as engineering, economics, medicine, and even video game

development. It enables researchers to...
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